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Sexy Beast assured me that he had
an assistant who would type in his
piece and get it to me by Tuesday
afternoon.  He was leaving town,
but all was well.   Well........all is
not well, because his literary effort
never arrived, his phone goes
unanswered, and all you have left is
this pathetic, meager effort to
somehow fill in the large Runday
Shag front-page blank-space with
some sort of Hash-related drivel.
So here goes.....

The weather was almost
perfect—not too hot, mostly
sunny, as the Hash assembled near
the Abinger Hatch pub, blocking
traffic as they parked alonside the
road.  Apparently, only a few read
the sign on the carpark just a few
steps up the road that indicated
parking was ok and free there.
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The pack set off exactly on
time, excluding SBJ and BlueSuit,
who arrived exactly late as usual,
but managed to catch the pack
relatively quickly.  Everything
exactly normal, although Blue Suit
managed to work up quite a sweat
—impressive.

As I am presently NOT hashing
due to slowly learning how to use
my new implanted bionic hip
technnology (really just exploiting
the last bits of my cover story for
sheer laziness) I settled in for a
pleasant hour of reading about life
as an oilfield roughneck on
offshore drilling platforms.

Apparently the run was quite
pleasant, and even included a sip
stop, catered by Sipstop (utterly
appropriate, I say).  The pack
must have not been too spread out

as they arrived back  at the circle
within a 15 minute window, and
there was (relatively) little
bitching.  Our esteemed Grand
Master even pronounced the run
OK after a minor whinge about
something which I can’t
remember.  We had some visitors
who may return, since the pack
was perhaps not as fierce as
sometimes, although they might
have been put off by one of HdS
more foul down-down songs.

Our RA  regaled the pack with
one of her shorter sermons and all
retired to the pub.  Hash Cash was
bubbling over with tales of her
recent NY visit and was so on top
of things that Hash chips appeared
almost as soon as any of the pack
could collect a beer and arrive to
eat them—and they (the chips)
were pronounced above average
(hot, crisp, tasty, and almost
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Peter Edwards
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Jerry Partington
01483 723 746 (h)

and
Tequil’ over

(Richard Piercy)
01372 454 907 (h)
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Date 1-Jun-08

Hare Desperate Dan

Venue Abinger

On On Abinger Hatch

It finally happened, despite the
earnest diligence of your junior
assistant flunky Onsec!  No proper
Scribe for this  week’s Desperate-
Dan-led, curious Hash adventure
around Abinger.  After scurrying
around at last week’s hash to enlist
Hornblower as Scribe for last week
and Popeye for this week, an
abashed mid-week phone call from
Popeye begged forgiveness for his
error in over-scheduling himself.
Even the robust speedy Popoeye
can’t be two places at once!

An early arrival at Abinger Hatch
pub and more scurrying yielded
agreement from Sexy Beast to
come to the rescue and provide
stirring editorial comment on the
day’s activities.  Alles
Klar?...wrong!   After a Monday
night phone call to confirm email
address and some editing details,

plentiful enough) by all!

The good vibes continued as the
Landlord (ignorantly called
Publican by the Token Yank who
didn’t know better) appeared to
welcome us.  He had done some
hashing in South Africa, therefore
knew what we were about,  and
appreciated our custom.  He
apparently had taken over the
Abinger Hatch after the last time
the Hash was there.   A nice
change, as some pubs are very
much less welcoming.

Pleasantries continued on into
the afternoon until only the usual
suspects, the Dregs, remained.  The
usual Dregs photo was snapped, and
everyone finally wandered home
—another Sunday blown with little
accomplished except a good time!
Who needs more?  Thanks
Desperate!

PS — A “proper” write-up from
“real Hasher” Sexy Beast will be
published when it is finally located.

Hans der Schwanz, Token Yank

———————————————
Polesden Lacey Breaking News

I am collecting names, we as-
sume entry via the new car park is
no problem. Picnic on Lawn
RIGHT BY THE HOUSE. 6:00 to
7:30 then buy grass tickets at
more than 10 person 10% dis-
count (if poss) then grass enclo-
sure. Others can go other nights/
Sat matinee. See page 2

—TEQ
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1731 15-Jun Strumpet, Ear Trumpet

1732 22-Jun ‘Ard on Provocateur Effingham

1733 29-Jun Bodyshop

1734 06-Jul J Arthur

1735 13-Jul Tequil'over, Chunderos -
100th birthday run

Run 1730

Date 08-Jun-08

Hare Mrs Robinson, Doug  the
Tub

Venue Milford area

On On White Lion Milford
GU8 5BB

OS   938418

Scribe Belcher

Directions:

The Receding Hare-Line
Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Affix Stamp
 HereTo

Take A3 southbound. Turn off at A283 Milford / Petworth
(first left at roundabout). From here travel 1.2 miles
straight through 3 sets of traffic lights, following signs
back to A3. Turn right into carpark just before rejoining
A3.

Polesden Lacey Festival: Shakespeare's Antony & Cleopatra"-
evening performances from Thursday 10th July to Saturday 12th
July 2008 at 7:30pm.  - See it with Hashers on Thursday 10 July (as
12th July Sat is our 100th — Teq )  Do it (at J Arthur’s) following
Thursday.  Performances will be on the purpose-built, outdoor
stage in the grounds at Polesden Lacey. Gates Open 6.30 pm Adult
£10 grass in advance, £12 grass on the night.

06 Jul — Independence day Fourth of July BBQ at Bugle and
Schwanz’s garden after the Hash

24 Aug —  SH3 Family Picnic Event

20 Sept —  Treasure Hunt, Tunbridge Wells

21 Sept  —  Hash 1745

3rd - 6th Oct —  Vineyard Hash  See below

17 Jan 2009 — Christmas Party in Canterbury

Note: website www.surreyh3.org for on-line details
Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to: onsec@surreyh3.org

Vineyard Hash 2008 — 3-6 Oct. Hashers make their own way
(train, plane) to perhaps Bordeaux where they might  be met, or
train on to Bergerac (no flights to Bergerac in Oct.)   Three nights
at Hôtel du Lac in Villeréal, with  breakfast, gourmet dinner (incl
aperitif and coffee, but not wine)   160 euros per head. FRB can
offer euros at the split between the  buying and selling rates.
Many hashers are already booked on the following flights which
seem to offer best times and almost reasonable price:
Friday    Oct 3, 2008 BA7983  07:55  Gatwick, !0:30 Bordeaux
Sunday  Oct 6, 2008 BA7988 17:05 Bordeaux, 1735 Gatwick
Sign up with FRB and book your flights soonest!

Round the Harbors Bike Ride  8 June
Participants please contact  David   07719997614  or  Jeanna
07724139873 or bruggen@ukonline.co.uk so they can plan food
for the BBQ.  BYO drinks.  Start/registration at Bosmere Medical
Centre, Solent Road, Havant, Hampshire PO9 1DQ  Tel: 02392
476941  Plan for 9:00 “pedal-off”.

Oh geez! Not more Shakespearean Crap!        Thou...
gleeking            flap-mouthed               foot-licker

goatish               fly-bitten                     fustilarian

gorbellied          folly-fallen                  giglet

impertinent        fool-born                   gudgeon


